Two Wheel Tuesday Rules
5:00pm Registration Opens/
Technical Inspection Begins
5:30pm Lapping Begins

5:15pm Riders Meeting
7:30pm/dusk Lapping Ends

Please familiarize yourself with these Two Wheel Tuesday Rules to ensure an enjoyable and
successful day. Riders are expected to conduct themselves in a mature and responsible manner
taking into account the various abilities of the other riders. Riders shall respect the directions
and decisions of the officials at all times. Riders are responsible for the actions of their crew
and guests. Shannonville Motorsport Park reserves the right to deny participation at any time.

Technical Inspection Checklist
All motorcycles must pass a technical inspection before proceeding to the track.

Full riding leathers in good condition are required.
Two piece leathers must be fully zipped together.
Full face helmet with current DOT rating or better is required.
Kickstand must be secured with wire or tape.
Tape over or remove lights, signals and mirrors.
Antifreeze is not permitted. Water or water wetter is required.
Tape over the speedometer.
Properly working front and rear brakes.
No fluid leaks of any kind.
Tires must be properly inflated and structurally sound.
A self-returning throttle is required.
An accessible kill-switch is required.
All body parts must be secured or removed.
Confirm drive-chain adjustment.
Handlebar grips must be tight and secure.
Overall track-worthiness – anything loose?

(✓)
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Two Wheel Tuesday Personal Checklist
Drink plenty of water or electrolytes.
Take a break when you are tired.
Have a snack.
Check your bike regularly.
Ask for advice.

(✓)

Two Wheel Tuesday Track Rules
Green flag

Track is clear

Yellow flag

Caution, reduce speed, no passing

Yellow/Red flag

Debris, watch for debris or fluids

Black flag

Rider warning, proceed to pit lane at reduced speed and
see an official

Red flag

Emergency, reduce speed and proceed to pit lane, be
prepared to stop on the track if directed by an official

Checkered flag

Session is over, proceed to pit lane at reduced speed

Be aware of the yellow blend line when you enter and exit pit lane. You must remain to the left
of the blend line when you enter and exit pit lane.
Passing is permitted on the straights and on the outside of corners.
If something does not feel right please proceed to pit lane and check with an official.
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